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sarily involved in the terms of it, or in the defini'

tion of these terms-just as the properties of a

circle lie surely enveloped in the description of a

circle. Nay a proposition may be so constructed

that the opposite thereof shall involve at first sight

a logical absurdity-so that this opposite cannot

possibly be apprehended, or even imagined by the

mind. Its truth is necessarily bound up in the

very terms of it. It may be said to contain its

own evidence within itself, or rather to contain

within itself the necessity of its being admitted

among the existent truths of Philosophy. The

mind cannot, though it would, put it forth of its

own belief; or, in other words, put it forth of the

place which it occupies within the limits of neces

sary and universal truth. Now this test of a logical

or mathematical necessity in the existent truths of

speculation, he would make also the test of a phy
sical necessity in the existent things of substantive

and actual Nature. He confounds we think a

logical with an actual impossibility. Insomuch

that if the conception of the non-existence of any
actual thing involve in it no logical impossibility,
then that thing is not necessarily existent.. He

applies the same test to the things of which it is

alleged that they necessarily exist, as to the pro

positions of which it is alleged that they are

necessarily true. He holds that if things do

necessarily exist, we cannot conceive this thing not

to be-just as when propositions have in them an

axiomatic certainty, we cannot conceive these things
not to be true. And so on the other hand if we

can conceive any existent thing not to be, then that
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